Modification of Side Chains of Conjugated Molecules and Polymers for Charge Mobility Enhancement and Sensing Functionality.
Organic semiconductors have received increasing attentions in recent years because of their promising applications in various optoelectronic devices. The key performance metric for organic semiconductors is charge carrier mobility, which is governed by the electronic structures of conjugated backbones and intermolecular/interchain π-π interactions and packing in both microscopic and macroscopic levels. For this reason, more efforts have been paid to the design and synthesis of conjugated frameworks for organic semiconductors with high charge mobilities. However, recent studies manifest that appropriate modifications of side chains that are linked to conjugated frameworks can improve the intermolecular/interchain packing order and boost charge mobilities. In this Account, we discuss our research results in context of modification of side chains in organic semiconductors for charge mobility enhancement. These include the following: (i) The lengths of alkyl chains in sulfur-rich thiepin-fused heteroacences can dramatically influence the intermolecular arrangements and orbital overlaps, ushering in different hole mobilities. Inversely, the lamellar stacking modes of alkyl chains in naphthalene diimide (NDI) derivatives with tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) units are affected by the structures of conjugated cores. (ii) The steric hindrances owing to the bulky branching chains can be weakened by partial replacement of the branching alkyl chains with linear ones for diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)-based D (donor)-A (acceptor) conjugated polymers. Such modification of side chains makes the polymer backbones more planar and thus interchain packing order and charge mobilities are improved. The incorporation of hydrophilic tri(ethylene glycol) (TEG) chains into the polymers also leads to improved interchain packing order. In particular, the polymer in which TEG side chains are distributed uniformly exhibits relatively high charge mobility without thermal annealing. (iii) The incorporation of urea groups in the side chains induces the polymer chains to pack more orderly and form large domains because of the additional H-bonding among urea groups. Accordingly, thin film mobilities of the conjugated D-A polymers with side chains entailing urea groups are largely boosted in comparison with those of polymers of the same backbones with either branching alkyl chains or branching/linear alkyl chains. (iv) The torsions of branching alkyl chains in conjugated D-A polymers can be inhibited to some extent upon incorporation of tiny amount of NMe4I in the thin film. As a result, the polymer thin films with NMe4I exhibit improved crystallinity, and charge mobilities can be boosted by more than 20 times. (v) Side chains with functional groups in the conjugated polymers can endow the thin film field-effect transistors (FETs) with sensing functionality. FETs with the conjugated polymer with -COOH groups in the side chains show sensitive, selective, and fast responses toward ammonia and amines, while FETs with the ultrathin films of the polymer containing tetra(ethylene glycol) (TEEG) in the side chains can sense alcohol vapors (in particular ethanol vapor) sensitively and selectively with fast response.